Introduction
============

Some of trauma-exposed individuals experience posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), an incapacitating psychiatric disorder that is characterized by intrusion, avoidance, negative changes in mood and cognition, and hyperarousal after a traumatic experience.[@b1-ndt-15-701] A number of other trauma-related conditions are increasingly found in individuals with PTSD that include neuropsychiatric disorders such as traumatic brain injury (TBI), major depression, and alcohol use disorders (AUDs).[@b1-ndt-15-701]--[@b3-ndt-15-701] One of the most frequently observed comorbidities in PTSD is TBI. TBI refers to transient or permanent brain dysfunction that results in a wide range of neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric symptoms after a head trauma and categorized as "mild" or "moderate to severe" depending on its severity.[@b2-ndt-15-701] The prevalence of PTSD with TBI in the general population has been increasing along with the growing rates of crimes and accidents, necessitating effective interventions.[@b3-ndt-15-701] Both PTSD and TBI, as posttraumatic conditions, highly overlap and co-occur, suggesting shared etiology and pathophysiology between these two.[@b3-ndt-15-701] The co-occurrence of PTSD and TBI has fewer treatment options available and increases prognostic factors for chronicity, leading to substantial disability and socioeconomic burden.[@b3-ndt-15-701]

Among the PTSD patients who received standard pharmacotherapy (anticonvulsants, antipsychotics, and antidepressants) and psychotherapy (cognitive--behavioral treatment and eye movement desensitization, and reprocessing), one-third of them remain diagnosed.[@b4-ndt-15-701],[@b5-ndt-15-701] Moreover, TBI and related clinical symptoms often show low response and compliance to standard pharmacological and non-pharmacological interventions (exercise and rehabilitation) potentially due to its complicated pathophysiology.[@b6-ndt-15-701] As a definitive treatment for PTSD with multiple comorbidities is still lacking, treatment of chronic PTSD with comorbid TBI as shown in veterans is particularly challenging.

Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is a noninvasive neuromodulation treatment by rapidly and repetitively changing electromagnetic fields through the coil applied over the scalp.[@b7-ndt-15-701] It has been increasingly applied in various clinical fields including psychiatry and neurology. Depending on clinical applications, differential rTMS parameters such as target brain region and frequency have been selected for optimized usage. It has been believed that low frequency (LF) rTMS (≤1 Hz) reduces and high frequency (HF) rTMS (\>1 Hz) enhances cortical excitability.[@b7-ndt-15-701],[@b8-ndt-15-701] The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) has been a promising target brain region as a hub mainly involved in emotion and cognitive control.[@b9-ndt-15-701] It has been suggested that differential clinical effects may occur depending on the hemisphere that is targeted by rTMS.[@b10-ndt-15-701]--[@b12-ndt-15-701] Considering the previously suggested antidepressant effects of rTMS, a growing number of rTMS studies have recently investigated therapeutic efficacy in treatment-resistant PTSD patients with multiple comorbidities.[@b13-ndt-15-701] As trauma-exposed individuals with PTSD commonly experience TBI, the neurobiological mechanisms of rTMS applications in PTSD with comorbid TBI needs to be investigated. An integrated information on optimized rTMS protocol for PTSD with comorbid TBI may provide a therapeutic benefit in actual clinical settings.

Multimodal neuroimaging has been used to investigate the pathophysiological correlates of PTSD with comorbid TBI, potentially providing a rationale for optimized rTMS parameters (target site and frequency) for effective treatment. Previous functional neuroimaging studies of PTSD have suggested dysfunctional top-down control (characterized by hypoactive prefrontal and hyperactive limbic regions) as the pathophysiological underpinnings.[@b14-ndt-15-701]--[@b16-ndt-15-701] Functional and structural neuroimaging studies of TBI revealed altered resting functional connectivity in the frontal region as well as microstructural and macrostructural white matter changes that correlate with clinical dysfunction.[@b17-ndt-15-701]--[@b20-ndt-15-701] The prefrontal cortex including the DLPFC is suggested as the pathophysiological brain correlate of PTSD with comorbid TBI. PTSD and TBI may be explained by dysfunctional cognitive and emotional control of psychological distress and neurological symptoms following trauma exposure.

The aim of the present study was, thus, to critically review the clinical studies of rTMS in trauma-related conditions. The current review is divided into two main sections of PTSD and PTSD with comorbidities mainly focusing on TBI. The section on PTSD is further divided based on the rTMS parameters, concomitant psychotherapy, main clinical effects, and multiple comorbidities. The section on PTSD with comorbidities focuses on TBI with neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric symptoms, considering that these highly co-occurring trauma-related conditions share pathophysiology and clinical manifestations.

Methods
=======

A literature search was conducted in Google Scholar, PubMed/MEDLINE, and Web of Science using the terms that include "rTMS," "repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation," "trauma," "posttraumatic stress disorder," "PTSD," "TBI," "traumatic brain injury," "brain injuries," and "concussion." The bibliographies of review articles on rTMS in PTSD and TBI published to date were ensured to be included. Two authors (EN and MK) independently performed the search. The third author (SY) discussed the disagreements and led to consensus.

A total of 30 articles published from 2002 to 2018 were initially searched and 15 of them were excluded due to the following reasons: full-text unavailability, duplication, language written, animal studies, poster presentations, and study design (open-label studies in PTSD patients using rTMS, case studies in PTSD patients using rTMS, and case studies in TBI patients using rTMS). The current review includes a total of 15 studies on rTMS applications in PTSD and TBI: 12 randomized-controlled trials (RCTs) that are sham controlled; one case study; and two open-label studies.

rTMS in PTSD
============

The potential therapeutic efficacy of rTMS in PTSD has been investigated through a series of pilot studies, case studies, and randomized-controlled trials. All rTMS studies of PTSD reviewed in this review are presented in [Table 1](#t1-ndt-15-701){ref-type="table"}. The target brain regions and frequency of rTMS applied in the studies are schematically presented in [Figure 1](#f1-ndt-15-701){ref-type="fig"}. Considering the heterogeneous nature of treatment-resistant PTSD, the first section on rTMS in PTSD is divided into three sections based on concomitant psychotherapy, main clinical effects, and multiple comorbidities. The rTMS on PTSD with multiple comorbidities main focused on TBI with neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric symptoms given the high co-occurrence of PTSD and TBI.

Previous functional neuroimaging studies of PTSD have suggested dysfunctional top-down control as the pathophysiological underpinning, providing a rationale for optimized rTMS parameters.[@b14-ndt-15-701]--[@b16-ndt-15-701] Heightened resting connectivity in the salience network (SN) and default mode network (DMN) has been suggested to underlie compromised threat detection system and emotional dysregulation in PTSD.[@b21-ndt-15-701] This was further supported by lower gray matter density and white matter integrity in the frontal region as indicated by structural neuroimaging in PTSD.[@b14-ndt-15-701],[@b22-ndt-15-701] Diffusion tensor imaging reported microstructural and macrostructural abnormalities, suggesting pathological sensory gating in PTSD.[@b23-ndt-15-701] Interestingly, preferential right hemispheric involvement in adverse emotion and left hemispheric predominance in episodic memory retrieval have been implicated based on the task-dependent hemispheric activation of previous functional neuroimaging studies in PTSD.[@b24-ndt-15-701]--[@b27-ndt-15-701]

For the treatment of PTSD,[@b9-ndt-15-701],[@b11-ndt-15-701],[@b28-ndt-15-701]--[@b35-ndt-15-701] differential combinations of rTMS parameters have been used to augment psychotherapy[@b29-ndt-15-701]--[@b31-ndt-15-701] and examine therapeutic effects on anxiety vs depression[@b32-ndt-15-701],[@b33-ndt-15-701] as well as on PTSD with multiple comorbidities.[@b34-ndt-15-701],[@b35-ndt-15-701] Most of the rTMS studies of PTSD have suggested LF stimulation over the right DLPFC as an effective treatment for PTSD,[@b28-ndt-15-701]--[@b30-ndt-15-701],[@b33-ndt-15-701],[@b35-ndt-15-701] particularly in treating anxiety-related hyperarousal.[@b30-ndt-15-701] HF rTMS, mostly applied over the left DLPFC, showed comparable improvement in PTSD and major depressive disorder (MDD) symptoms.[@b32-ndt-15-701],[@b34-ndt-15-701] HF rTMS applied to the right frontal regions[@b32-ndt-15-701],[@b33-ndt-15-701] or bilateral frontal regions[@b31-ndt-15-701] also improved PTSD core symptoms. Generally, the rTMS treatment for PTSD was well-tolerated without serious adverse events.[@b28-ndt-15-701],[@b29-ndt-15-701],[@b32-ndt-15-701] Mild and transient adverse effects included headache, vertigo, uneasiness, and sleep problem.[@b28-ndt-15-701],[@b29-ndt-15-701],[@b32-ndt-15-701]

The right DLPFC, primarily involved in the regulation of negative emotion, has been a promising target region for HF and LF rTMS in PTSD.[@b28-ndt-15-701],[@b33-ndt-15-701] LF (≤1 Hz) rTMS treatment over the right DLPFC revealed alleviation in reexperiencing and overall severity of PTSD symptoms.[@b28-ndt-15-701]

Chronic PTSD patients tend to be highly unresponsive to standard pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy, possibly due to high comorbidity and heterogeneity. Therefore, PTSD patients who are chronic and treatment-refractory with high comorbidity have been extensively studied in relation to rTMS. This is particularly true for veterans who are repetitively exposed to traumatic experiences.

It has been reported that more than 50% of the PTSD patients develop MDD, suggesting a high comorbidity rate and shared neurobiological mechanisms between these two common psychiatric disorders.[@b36-ndt-15-701],[@b37-ndt-15-701] Since PTSD patients with comorbid MDD show relatively poorer outcomes to standard treatment,[@b38-ndt-15-701]--[@b40-ndt-15-701] rTMS studies have investigated clinical improvement in treatment-resistant PTSD patients with comorbid MDD.

rTMS for the treatment of PTSD with concomitant psychotherapy
-------------------------------------------------------------

rTMS has been applied to augment standard psychotherapy in treatment-refractory and chronic PTSD patients. Specifically, evidence-based psychotherapies such as cognitive processing therapy (CPT) and prolonged exposure therapy have been recommended in longstanding patients with combat-related PTSD. However, two-thirds of them did not fully remit, necessitating additional rTMS to augment standard psychotherapy.[@b41-ndt-15-701] It has been believed that standard psychotherapy followed by rTMS treatment elicits traumatic experiences and emotions that are targeted by rTMS.

Two LF (≤1 Hz) rTMS studies have been performed on the right DLPFC to augment psychotherapy in chronic PTSD patients.[@b29-ndt-15-701],[@b30-ndt-15-701] These results further provided evidence in support of LF rTMS as an effective treatment for PTSD-related adverse emotions.[@b11-ndt-15-701]

Veterans with chronic combat-related PTSD received 12--15 sessions of LF (≤1 Hz) rTMS to the right DLPFC prior to weekly CPT. CPT aims to alleviate negative emotions during elicitation of traumatic experiences. The active group (rTMS + CPT) revealed greater PTSD symptom reductions across CPT sessions and at 6-month posttreatment assessment as compared to the sham group (sham + CPT).[@b29-ndt-15-701]

In line with this, nine treatment-resistant PTSD patients had 20 sessions of LF (≤1 Hz) rTMS to the right DLPFC combined with exposure therapy in a placebo-controlled crossover study. Each session consisted of a 30-minute active or sham rTMS treatment, an imaginal exposure therapy of discussing personally distressing topics, and a 20-minute active or sham rTMS treatment. The active group with concomitant exposure therapy showed greater improvement in the hyperarousal symptom, higher 24-hour urinary norepinephrine, higher serum thyroxin, and lower serum prolactin relative to the sham group with concomitant exposure therapy. This finding indicates physiological and symptomatic treatment effects of active rTMS combined with exposure therapy.[@b30-ndt-15-701]

Isserles et al[@b31-ndt-15-701] suggested that effectiveness of deep bilateral HF (20 Hz) rTMS preceded by a script-driven exposure therapy depends on the inclusion of traumatic script. Interestingly, lower intrusion symptom and heart rate response were observed only when traumatic script-driven imagery preceded active rTMS treatment. This finding suggests a need for elicitation booktraumatic memory followed by rTMS treatment in alleviating intrusion symptoms. Treatment-resistant PTSD patients were divided into three treatment groups, and they received 12 sessions of deep HF (20 Hz) repeated TMS (DTMS): group A receiving DTMS after traumatic script-driven imagery, group B receiving DTMS after positive experience-driven imagery, and group C receiving sham DTMS after traumatic script-driven imagery. Group A demonstrated post-rTMS improvement in intrusion symptoms relative to groups B and C. In accordance with this finding, increasingly lower heart rate during cued traumatic re-experiencing was observed only in group A. This was further supported by a strong post-rTMS association between heart rate response and PTSD severity scores.[@b31-ndt-15-701] One patient in the group A had a self-limited tonic-clonic generalized seizure that was transient and did not require any treatment. Taken together, LF rTMS to the right DLPFC with concomitant psychotherapy has improved hyperarousal and overall PTSD symptoms;[@b29-ndt-15-701],[@b30-ndt-15-701] HF rTMS to the bilateral medial prefrontal cortex augmented the preceded exposure therapy that used traumatic script-driven imagery, leading to improvement in intrusion symptoms.[@b31-ndt-15-701]

rTMS for the treatment of PTSD with main clinical effects
---------------------------------------------------------

Two double-blind placebo-controlled trials compared clinical efficacy of rTMS depending on differential rTMS parameters (target sites -- the right DLPFC vs left DLPFC and frequency -- HF vs LF). Notably, PTSD-related anxiety symptoms improved with HF rTMS over the right DLPFC. PTSD-related depressive symptoms improved with HF rTMS over the left DLPFC and LF rTMS over the right DLPFC.[@b32-ndt-15-701],[@b33-ndt-15-701]

A double-blind placebo-controlled trial compared therapeutic efficacy of rTMS depending on two different target sites -- the right DLPFC vs left DLPFC. Thirty PTSD patients were divided into three groups -- the active right DLPFC group, active left DLPFC group, and sham group -- and received 10 sessions of HF (20 Hz) rTMS. The right DLPFC group (48.6%) showed clinical efficacy in overall PTSD symptoms more so than the left DLPFC group (22.8%) at the posttreatment assessment. Verbal fluency also improved after the TMS treatment only in the right DLPFC group. Notably, anxiety symptoms improved particularly in the right DLPFC group, while depressive symptoms demonstrated meaningful improvement only in the left DLPFC group, suggesting differential hemispheric involvement in anxiety vs depression related to PTSD.[@b32-ndt-15-701]

Another double-blind placebo-controlled trial compared high (10 Hz) vs low (≤1 Hz) frequency rTMS treatment over the right DLPFC in 24 PTSD patients. It suggested therapeutic efficacy of HF rTMS in alleviating PTSD core symptoms and anxiety symptoms and LF rTMS in improving depressive symptoms. The HF group demonstrated post-rTMS improvement in hyperarousal, reexperiencing, and avoidance symptoms relative to the LF and sham groups. Scores in the PTSD checklist decreased in the high (29.3%) vs low (10.4%) frequency group at posttreatment. Interestingly, the HF group revealed marked improvement in anxiety, but not in depression, as compared to the LF and sham groups. One patient in LF group and one in HF group reported a transient manic episode after receiving rTMS. Other adverse events included muscular discomfort (n=2), transient ear discomfort, dizziness (n=1), and a mild rage attack (n=1) that did not require additional treatments.[@b33-ndt-15-701] Taken together, HF rTMS to the right DLPFC improved anxiety and overall PTSD symptoms of PTSD, along with verbal fluency, while LF rTMS to the right DLPFC and HF rTMS to the left DLPFC improved depressive symptoms of PTSD.[@b32-ndt-15-701],[@b33-ndt-15-701]

rTMS for the treatment of PTSD with multiple comorbidities
----------------------------------------------------------

Due to the heterogeneous nature of psychiatric disorders, PTSD patients with comorbid MDD also had mild TBI (mTBI) and other psychiatric comorbidities including panic disorder (PD), AUD, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), borderline personality disorder (BPD), social anxiety disorder (SAD), and eating disorder. Considering a suggested relationship between comorbidity and treatment resistance in PTSD, rTMS studies have also examined PTSD patients with multiple comorbidities that include depression.[@b34-ndt-15-701],[@b35-ndt-15-701]

Patients with PTSD, mTBI, or both who had a depressive episode received nine sessions of HF (10 Hz) rTMS over the left DLPFC. The active group transiently showed lower suicidal ideation relative to the sham group only at post-rTMS day 1 vs baseline. One patient discontinued the treatment due to erythema and second-degree burn at the coil stimulation site, but fully recovered with the appropriate treatment.[@b34-ndt-15-701] PTSD patients with comorbid eating disorder also had other psychiatric disorders including MDD, BPD, PD, and SAD. PTSD patients with comorbid psychiatric disorders including MDD, PD, and OCD demonstrated improvement in PTSD and MDD symptoms after active LF (≤1 Hz) rTMS to the right DLPFC.[@b35-ndt-15-701] Overall, PTSD patients with multiple comorbidities including depression were treated using various combinations of rTMS parameters.

rTMS in TBI
-----------

As the prevalence of PTSD with comorbid TBI is increasing in the general population along with the rates of crimes and accidents, effective prevention and intervention strategies are necessitated. However, the neurobiological underpinnings for PTSD with comorbid TBI have not yet been clearly investigated, resulting in high rates of treatment resistance and chronicity. As the need to deepen the understanding of neurobiological mechanisms about the therapeutic efficacy of rTMS is of utmost importance in treatment-resistant patients with PTSD and/or TBI, we focused on rTMS applications of TBI among PTSD-related comorbidities.

The potential therapeutic efficacy of rTMS in TBI has been investigated through a series of pilot studies, case studies, and randomized-controlled trials. All rTMS studies of TBI reviewed in this review are presented in [Table 2](#t2-ndt-15-701){ref-type="table"}. The target brain regions and frequency of the stimulation applied in the studies are schematically presented in [Figure 1](#f1-ndt-15-701){ref-type="fig"}. The rTMS studies of TBI presented in this review mainly focused on the three most common clinical symptoms following TBI, which are neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric symptoms, in consideration of the complicated pathophysiology of TBI. The section on the TBI-related neurological symptoms are further divided into subsections of headache, central pain, altered consciousness, and tinnitus subsequent to mild or severe TBI, given the high prevalence and multiple subtypes of TBI-related neurological symptoms.

Altered resting functional connectivity in the frontal region as well as microstructural and macrostructural white matter changes that correlate with clinical dysfunction underlying TBI may provide insights regarding the optimized rTMS parameters in TBI-related conditions.[@b17-ndt-15-701]--[@b20-ndt-15-701] Altered functional connectivity in the DMN and lower integrity in the corpus callosum were reported in previous neuroimaging studies of mTBI.[@b17-ndt-15-701],[@b18-ndt-15-701] Moderate to severe TBI patients have shown lower resting functional connectivity in the SN and frontoparietal network, indicating dysfunctions in self-awareness and attention, as well as widespread white matter loss.[@b19-ndt-15-701],[@b20-ndt-15-701]

Most rTMS studies of TBI have focused on the DLPFC as the target brain region as well as HF to facilitate clinical dysfunction. With regard to neurological symptoms, HF rTMS applied over the left DLPFC or left primary motor cortex (PMC) alleviated mTBI-related headache.[@b42-ndt-15-701]--[@b45-ndt-15-701] HF rTMS also improved central pain related to mTBI[@b46-ndt-15-701] as well as altered consciousness related to severe TBI.[@b47-ndt-15-701] HF rTMS over the left hemisphere improved cognitive dysfunction in mTBI[@b45-ndt-15-701] and severe TBI patients.[@b48-ndt-15-701] HF rTMS to the left DLPFC improved depression in mTBI.[@b43-ndt-15-701],[@b44-ndt-15-701] The rTMS treatment for TBI was generally well-tolerated without serious adverse events; mild and transient adverse events included headache, dizziness, eye twitch, and muscular discomfort.[@b46-ndt-15-701]

rTMS for the treatment of TBI-related neurological symptoms
-----------------------------------------------------------

rTMS has been increasingly applied in TBI-related headache that often becomes treatment-refractory to standard treatment despite its high prevalence. In four recent studies, an active HF (10 Hz) rTMS treatment over the left PMC and/or left DLPFC showed therapeutic efficacy in relieving mTBI-related headache.[@b42-ndt-15-701]--[@b45-ndt-15-701]

A case study reported lower intensity, duration, and frequency of mild TBI headache (mTBI-HA) after HF (10 Hz) rTMS over the left PMC and left DLPFC. Six patients who completed rTMS treatment reported 53.1% decrease in headache intensity and 79% decrease in headache exacerbation frequency. Among the completers, four patients with persistent headache exacerbations reported 50% and 31% reduction in duration and intensity of the exacerbation, respectively. Complete cessation of severe headache episodes was reported by two patients.[@b42-ndt-15-701] Although HF rTMS to the left PMC and left DLPFC both showed therapeutic efficacy on mTBI-related headache, a different brain pathway was suggested to be involved for each target region.[@b44-ndt-15-701]

To confirm the potential therapeutic effects in the case study, Leung et al[@b43-ndt-15-701],[@b44-ndt-15-701] performed two other randomized controlled-trials in veterans with chronic MTBI-HA. The patients received active vs sham HF (10 Hz) rTMS over the left PMC. The active group (58.3%) reported at least 50% lower intensity of headache compared to the sham group (16.6%) at 1-week follow-up assessment. The active group also demonstrated lower scores of functionally debilitating headache relative to the sham group at 4-week follow-up assessment, suggesting long-lasting effects of the rTMS treatment in relieving mTBI-related headache.[@b43-ndt-15-701]

In a most recent study, veterans with MTBI-HA were randomized into the active vs sham group and received HF (10 Hz) rTMS over the left DLPFC. The active group reported 50% and 57% reduction in the prevalence of persistent headache at 1 week and at 2 weeks following the rTMS completion, respectively. In contrast, the sham group reported 7% and 20% reduction at 1-week and 2-week follow-up assessments, respectively.[@b44-ndt-15-701]

mTBI patients with post-concussive symptoms received 20 sessions of HF (10 Hz) rTMS to the left DLPFC in an open-label study. The post-concussive symptoms including headache, depression, sleep deprivation, and cognitive impairment were examined at pre-rTMS, post-rTMS, and post 3-month follow-up assessment. Those who completed the treatment showed improvement in sleep functioning, mental focus, and particularly headache. The adverse events reported included increased sleep problems (n=3), anxiety about the treatment (n=1), an episode of vertigo (n=1), and headache (n=3).[@b45-ndt-15-701] HF (10 Hz) rTMS to the left PMC and/or left DLPFC have improved mTBI-related headache.[@b42-ndt-15-701]--[@b45-ndt-15-701]

A pilot study suggested that HF (10 Hz) rTMS over the PMC of the affected hemisphere may alleviate mTBI-related central pain, thus improving quality of life of those affected. Twelve mTBI patients with central pain revealed partial injury in the spinothalamocortical tracts. They received either 10 sessions of rTMS treatment or sham rTMS treatment over the PMC of the affected hemisphere. The active group reported lower intensity of central pain and greater improvement in physical and mental health status during and after the rTMS treatment sessions when compared to the sham group.[@b46-ndt-15-701]

Three patients with minimally conscious state (MCS) and other three with vegetative state received a single HF (20 Hz) rTMS session to the bilateral PMC. After the rTMS treatment, only one patient with MCS showed long-lasting improvement in consciousness and motor excitability as manifested by EEG. All other patients showed greater motor excitability, lower motor threshold, as well as a trend toward improvement in consciousness. This finding suggests that a single HF rTMS session may not be enough to restore consciousness in severe TBI.[@b47-ndt-15-701] Whether severe TBI patients in minimally conscious or vegetative state may restore unconsciousness after HF rTMS remains debated.[@b47-ndt-15-701]

rTMS for the treatment of TBI-related cognitive symptoms
--------------------------------------------------------

rTMS, mostly HF stimulation over the left hemisphere improved cognitive dysfunction in severe TBI patients.[@b48-ndt-15-701] Yet, some of the mTBI patients did not show cognitive enhancement after HF rTMS over the left hemisphere.[@b43-ndt-15-701],[@b44-ndt-15-701]

mTBI patients with somatic, psychiatric, and cognitive impairments received HF (10 Hz) rTMS over the left DLPFC and reported cognitive enhancement in working memory, executive function, processing speed, and attention. Moreover, a task-related functional magnetic resonance imaging showed that this cognitive improvement was related to stronger activation in the DLPFC and deactivation in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) during a verbal and nonverbal working memory task at post-rTMS vs pre-rTMS.[@b45-ndt-15-701]

mTBI patients with headache did not report cognitive enhancement after the HF (10 Hz) rTMS treatment to the left DLPFC.[@b44-ndt-15-701] In line with this, attention preservation transiently improved at 1 week after completing HF (10 Hz) rTMS over the left PMC, but this cognitive enhancement did not last long.[@b43-ndt-15-701]

HF rTMS to the left DLPFC may improve cognitive dysfunction related to severe TBI. Severe TBI patients with diffuse axonal injury underwent 10 sessions of HF (10 Hz) rTMS over the left DLPFC. The completers demonstrated improvement in mood, cortical excitability, and cognition such as executive function and non-verbal memory.[@b48-ndt-15-701] These results are consistent with the previous HF rTMS studies that have shown cognitive enhancement through stimulation of the hypoactive brain regions.[@b49-ndt-15-701],[@b50-ndt-15-701] Overall, HF rTMS to the left frontal regions has improved cognitive dysfunction related to mTBI[@b45-ndt-15-701] and severe TBI.[@b48-ndt-15-701]

rTMS for the treatment of TBI-related psychiatric symptoms
----------------------------------------------------------

Three rTMS studies suggested that LF rTMS to the right DLPFC, HF rTMS to the left DLPFC, or both may improve depression in mTBI.[@b34-ndt-15-701],[@b43-ndt-15-701],[@b44-ndt-15-701] These results are in line with the pathophysiological correlates that previous rTMS studies of MDD have suggested.[@b51-ndt-15-701],[@b52-ndt-15-701]

Leung et al[@b44-ndt-15-701] suggested transient antidepressant effects of HF (10 Hz) rTMS treatment to the left DLPFC in mTBI patients with headache. The active group showed lower depressive symptoms than the sham group at 1-week follow-up. A trend toward lower depressive symptoms was observed in the active group than in the sham group at 2-week follow-up, suggesting decreasing antidepressant effects over time. However, the two groups did not show differences in PTSD severity at pre-rTMS vs post-rTMS.[@b44-ndt-15-701] These findings consistent with the HF (10 Hz) rTMS treatment may stimulate and normalize the hypoactive left DLPFC responsible for emotional dysregulation in MDD.[@b53-ndt-15-701]--[@b55-ndt-15-701] This finding contrasts with the finding that HF (10 Hz) rTMS therapy over the left PMC did not improve depression in mTBI patients with headache.[@b43-ndt-15-701] These contrasting results of the two studies further add evidence in support of the left DLPFC as the neural correlate underlying depression.[@b43-ndt-15-701]

Yet, suicidal ideation was not improved in mTBI patients with PTSD and a depressive episode, who received HF rTMS to the left DLPFC. Lower suicidal ideation was reported only at day 1 after completing nine sessions of HF (10 Hz) rTMS treatment to the left DLPFC. At 6-month follow-up assessment, no one committed a suicide. The reported adverse events included erythema (n=1) that was appropriately treated and recovered as well as temporary eye pain (n=1) and jaw pain (n=1).[@b34-ndt-15-701]

Conclusion
==========

The present study reviews the applications of rTMS in trauma-related conditions divided into PTSD and PTSD with comorbidities. Among PTSD-related comorbidities, TBI mainly co-occurs with PTSD and may increase prognostic factors for chronicity, leading to substantial disability and socioeconomic burden. This review provides a clue regarding the optimized rTMS parameters for the trauma-exposed individuals with comorbid PTSD and TBI that share common etiology and pathophysiology. It is generally agreed that LF rTMS to the right DLPFC effectively improves PTSD-related anxiety symptoms and HF rTMS to the left DLPFC improves headache, cognitive dysfunction, and depression related to TBI. Thus, the present review suggests the DLPFC to be a promising target brain region for rTMS interventions on trauma-related conditions. The current review supports that the DLPFC plays a pivotal role in emotion and cognitive control of psychological distress and neurological symptoms following trauma exposures.

The present critical review on rTMS applied in trauma-related conditions provides insights into protective and risk factors for the development of PTSD and/or TBI in trauma-exposed individuals. Taken together, rTMS studies reviewed in this article generally demonstrated therapeutic efficacy on PTSD symptoms with multiple comorbidities as well as neurological, cognitive, and psychiatric symptoms related to TBI without serious adverse events. Although there is some inconsistency depending on the characteristics and main symptoms of the patients, rTMS has been mostly applied to normalize the frontal dysfunction related to PTSD and TBI through HF over the hypo-active or LF over the hyper-active brain regions. This may provide a clue regarding the optimized rTMS parameters for the trauma-exposed individuals with comorbid PTSD and TBI.

Clinical outcomes and applied parameters of rTMS have rather been inconsistent, in part, because the pathophysiology underlying PTSD and TBI is multifaceted and complex. Furthermore, differences in sample size, experimental paradigms, comorbidity, concomitant therapy, as well as duration, type, and/or severity of illnesses may potentially explain these discrepancies. Alternatively, future larger longitudinal studies with optimized experimental designs are needed to control these factors. Moreover, an integration of multimodal neuroimaging with rTMS may offer an expansive view of neurobiological mechanisms underlying PTSD and TBI, potentially providing an important insight into the early prevention and intervention. Future systematic review and meta-analysis are warranted to investigate clinical efficacy of rTMS in trauma-related conditions with confidence interval and odds ratio of randomized-controlled trials that used neuroimaging.
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![Schematic representation of the target brain regions according to frequency of rTMS among trauma-exposed individuals in the review: (**A**) PTSD patients and (**B**) TBI patients.\
**Notes:** The size of the nodes is proportional to the number of rTMS studies allocated to each target brain region. The color of the nodes reflects the frequency of rTMS applied to each target region: high frequency stimulation (\>1 Hz) (red color) and low frequency stimulation (≤1 Hz) (blue color).\
**Abbreviations:** DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; HF, high frequency; L, left; LF, low frequency; PMC, primary motor cortex; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; R, right; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; TBI, traumatic brain injury.](ndt-15-701Fig1){#f1-ndt-15-701}
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rTMS studies in patients with PTSD

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  rTMS for the treatment of PTSD                                                                                                                                                                                          
  --------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------- ----- -------- ---------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Nam et al[@b28-ndt-15-701]        16               \(A\) active (7)\                              RCT 90° off sham                               R DLPFC                     1          100   15       18,000           \[CAPS\] ↓ total PTSD severity (A)\>(B)\
                                                     (B) sham (9)                                                                                                                                                         -- ↓ re-experiencing (A)\>(B)

  Kozel et al[@b29-ndt-15-701]      103              \(A\) active + CPT (54)\                       RCT sham coil                                  R DLPFC                     1          110   12--15   21,600--27,000   \[CAPS\] ↓ PTSD symptoms (A)\>(B)
                                                     (B) sham + CPT (49)                                                                                                                                                  

  Osuch et al[@b30-ndt-15-701]      9                \(A\) active + imaginal ET (9)\                RCT sham- controlled 45° off sham cross-over   R DLPFC                     1          100   20       36,000           \[CAPS/IES\]\
                                                     (B) sham + imaginal ET (9)                                                                                                                                           -- ↓ hyperarousal (A)\>(B)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \[↑ 24-hour urinary NE, ↑ T4, ↓ serum prolactin\] (A)\>(B)

  Isserles et al[@b31-ndt-15-701]   26               \(A\) active DTMS + traumatic SI + ET (9)\     RCT sham coil                                  R & L mPFC                  20         120   12       20,160           \[CAPS\] ↓ PTSD severity (A)\>(B)\>(C)\
                                                     (B) active DTMS + non-traumatic SI + ET (8)\                                                                                                                         -- ↓ intrusion (A)\>(B)\>(C)\
                                                     (C) sham DTMS + traumatic SI + ET (9)                                                                                                                                \[HR\] ↓ response to traumatic script (A)\>(B)\>(C)

  Boggio et al[@b32-ndt-15-701]     26               \(A\) active, R DLPFC (9)\                     RCT double-blind sham coil                     \(A\) R DLPFC (B) L DLPFC   20         80    10       16,000           \[PCL/TOP\] ↓ core PTSD symptoms (A)\>(B)\>(C)\
                                                     (B) active, L DLPFC (9)\                                                                                                                                             -- ↓ avoidance (A)\>(B)\
                                                     (C) sham (8)                                                                                                                                                         -- re-experiencing (A)=(B)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          -- ↓ hyperarousal (A)\<(B)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \[HDRS\] ↓ mood (B)\>(A)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \[HARS\] ↓ anxiety (A)\>(B)

  Cohen et al[@b33-ndt-15-701]      24               \(A\) active, 1 Hz, R DLPFC (8)\               RCT double-blind 90° off sham                  R DLPFC                     \(A\) 1\   80    10       \(A\) 1,000\     \[PCL/TOP/CAPS\] ↓ core PTSD symptoms (A)=(B)\>(C)\
                                                     (B) active, 10 Hz, R DLPFC (10)\                                                                                          (B) 10                    (B) 4,000        -- ↓ re-experiencing (A)=(B)\>(C)\
                                                     (C) sham, R DLPFC (6)                                                                                                                                                -- ↓ avoidance (A)=(B)\>(C)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \[HARS\] ↓ anxiety (B)\>(A)\>(C)

  George et al[@b34-ndt-15-701]     \+ mTBI (41)     \(A\) active (20)\                             RCT double-blind sham coil                     L DLPFC                     10         120   9        54,000           \[SIS\] ↓ suicidal ideation\
                                                     (B) sham (21)                                                                                                                                                        Day 1 (A)\>(B)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Day 2, 3 (A)=(B)

  Watts et al[@b35-ndt-15-701]      \+ PD/OCD (20)   \(A\) active (10)\                             RCT double-blind sham coil                     R DLPFC                     1          90    10       4,000            \[PCL\] ↓ core PTSD symptoms, (A)\>(B) -- re-experiencing=avoidance=hyperarousal\
                                                     (B) sham (10)                                                                                                                                                        \[BDI\] ↓ depression symptoms, (A)\>(B)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \[STAI\] ↓ anxiety symptoms, (A)\>(B)\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \[BNCE\] cognitive improvement, (A)=(B)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Note:** The ↑ and ↓ symbols indicate an increase and a decrease, respectively.

**Abbreviations:** BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; BNCE, Brief Neuropsychological Cognitive Examination; CAPS, Clinician-Administered Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Scale; CPT, cognitive processing therapy; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DTMS, deep transcranial magnetic stimulation; ET, exposure therapy; HARS, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; HDRS, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; HR, heart rate; IES, Impact of Event Scale; L, left; MT, motor threshold; NE, norepinephrine; OCD, obsessive compulsive disorder; PCL, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist; PD, panic disorder; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; R, right; RCT, randomized-controlled trial; SI, script-driven imagery; STAI, State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; SIS, Suicide Intention Scale; T4, thyroxine; TOP, Treatment Outcome Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Scale; mTBI, mild traumatic brain injury; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation.

###### 

rTMS studies in patients with TBI

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                                                             TBI (n)                                  Methodology                     rTMS parameters   Outcomes                       
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ----------------- ---------- ----- ---- -------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **rTMS for the treatment of TBI-related neurological symptoms**                                                                                                                             

  Leung et al[@b42-ndt-15-701]                                      Post mTBI (6)                            Case study                      L PMC\            10         80    4    8,000    \[NPRS\] ↓ headache
                                                                                                                                             L DLPFC                                          

  Leung et al[@b43-ndt-15-701]                                      Post mTBI (active: 15 sham: 16)          RCT\                            L PMC             10         80    3    6,000    \[NPRS\] ↓ headache
                                                                                                             180° off sham neuronavigation                                                    

  Leung et al[@b44-ndt-15-701]                                      Post mTBI (active: 14 sham: 15)          RCT\                            L DLPFC           10         80    4    8,000    \[NPRS\] ↓ headache
                                                                                                             180° off sham neuronavigation                                                    

  Koski et al[@b45-ndt-15-701]                                      6 mo post mTBI (15)                      Open label                      L DLPFC           10         110   20   --       \[PCSS\] ↓ Post-concussion symptoms (headache, sleep deprivation)(BR/)\[task fMRI\]: ↑ NP task-related activation peaks in the DLPFC and ↑ deactivation in the ACC

  Choi et al[@b46-ndt-15-701]                                       Headache post mTBI (active: 6 sham: 6)   RCT\                            PMC               10         90    10   10,000   \[NPRS\] ↓ central pain
                                                                                                             90° off sham                                                                     

  Manganotti et al[@b47-ndt-15-701]                                 Post severe TBI (A) VS: 3 (B) MCS: 3     Open label                      L PMC\            20         120   1    --       \[DRS/JFK CRS\] coma/consciousness 1 patient (MCS) ↑, 5 patients: pre = post\
                                                                                                                                             R PMC                                            \[MEP\]: ↑ motor excitability\
                                                                                                                                                                                              \[EEG\]: no altered consciousness or slightly ↑

  **rTMS for the treatment of TBI-related cognitive symptoms**                                                                                                                                

  Leung et al[@b43-ndt-15-701]                                      Post mTBI (active: 15 sham: 16)          RCT\                            L PMC             10         80    3    6,000    \[CPT\] (=) attention
                                                                                                             180° off sham neuronavigation                                                    

  Leung et al[@b44-ndt-15-701]                                      Post mTBI (active: 14 sham: 15)          RCT\                            L DLPFC           10         80    4    8,000    \[CPT\] (=) attention, concentration, working memory
                                                                                                             180° off sham neuronavigation                                                    

  Koski et al[@b45-ndt-15-701]                                      6 mo post mTBI (15)                      Open label                      L DLPFC           10         110   20   --       \[NP battery\] ↑ attention, processing speed, executive function, memory\
                                                                                                                                                                                              \[task-fMRI\]: ↑ NP task-related activation peaks in the DLPFC & ↑ deactivation in the ACC

  Neville et al[@b48-ndt-15-701]                                    Post severe TBI (active: 18 sham: 18)    RCT double-blind sham coil      L DLPFC           10         110   10   20,000   \[NP battery\] ↑ executive function, attention, memory

  **rTMS for the treatment of TBI-related psychiatric symptoms**                                                                                                                              

  George et al[@b34-ndt-15-701]                                     \(A\) active (20) (B) sham (21)          RCT double-blind sham coil      L DLPFC           10         120   9    54,000   \[SIS\] suicidal ideation (A) = (B)

  Leung et al[@b43-ndt-15-701]                                      Post mTBI (active: 15 sham: 16)          RCT\                            L PMC             10         80    3    6,000    \[HDRS\] (=) depression
                                                                                                             180° off sham neuronavigation                                                    

  Leung et al[@b44-ndt-15-701]                                      Post mTBI (active: 14 sham: 15)          RCT\                            L DLPFC           10         80    4    8,000    \[HDRS\] ↓ depression
                                                                                                             180° off sham neuronavigation                                                    
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Note:** The ↑ and ↓ symbols indicate an increase and a decrease, respectively.

**Abbreviations:** ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; JFK CRS, JFK Coma Recovery Scale; CPT, Conner's Continuous Performance Test; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; DRS, Disability Rating Scale; EEG, electroencephalography; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; HDRS, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; L, left; MCS, minimally conscious state; MEP, motor evoked potentials; mo, months; MT, motor threshold; NP, neuropsychological test; NPRS, Numeric Pain Rating Scale; PCSS, Post-Concussion Symptom Scale; PMC, primary motor cortex; R, right; RCT, randomized-controlled trial; SIS, Suicide Intention Scale; TBI, traumatic brain injury; mTBI, mild traumatic brain injury; rTMS, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; VS, vegetative state.
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